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Introduction

20
It is generally believed that one of the limiting steps to reduce the working temperatures of present Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) devices is the overpotential caused by the low activity of the cathode reactions, which decreases the performance of the whole device. In this sense there is an intense activity in the quest for 25 active cathode materials which present at the same time large electronic conductivities, high oxygen diffusion and large surface oxygen exchange rates at moderate temperatures. Among the possible compound candidates are perovskite oxides based in substituted (A,A')(B,B')O 3±δ with A, A'= La, Ba, Sr and B, B '= 30 Co, Fe, as well as oxides with perovskite-related structure members of the Ruddlesden-Popper A n+1 B n O 3n+1 series, such as La 2 NiO 4+δ (n=1) and others. 1, 2 Recent work has attracted attention to one of these compounds, namely the double perovskite GdBaCo 2 O 5+δ (GBCO), which has 35 shown very high oxygen diffusion coefficients D * (similar to those of pure ionic conducting materials such as YSZ) and large oxygen surface exchange rates k * , 3 along with superior chemical stability against typical CeO 2 electrolytes. 4 In this compound Gd and Ba cations alternate in sequential A-site layers along the c- 40 axis of the structure, whereas Co ions occupy the B-sites. The stoichiometric material at standard conditions of pO 2 and T holds a substantial oxygen deficiency with oxygen vacancies located mostly on the GdO layers of the structure, parallel to the a-b plane, and arranged forming channels along the crystallographic 45 a-axis 5, 6 and δ changing from 0 to 1. This gives rise to a superstructure that doubles along c and b axis and forms a double perovskite a × 2a × 2a cell. The structure of the GBCO material is reported to be orthorhombic Pmmm with a = 3.862Å, b/2 = 3.934Å and c/2 = 3.786Å. The mechanism for the fast oxygen diffusion in this material is reported to involve mainly those oxygen vacancy sites arranged forming parallel channels long the a-axis, and is therefore expected to be highly anisotropic, as it has been inferred from molecular dynamics calculations, 7 the oxygen diffusivity being 55 much larger in the a-b planes of the structure when compared to the diffusivity along the c-axis. Therefore, in order to experimentally explore the anisotropic diffusion along different crystallographic directions it is necessary to study either single crystals or highly-textured (epitaxial) thin films. Recent studies 60 on polycrystalline ceramic samples of the praseodymium double perovskite compound PrBaCo 2 O 5.5 have been able to experimentally probe the anisotropy in the oxygen diffusion which is at least four times larger in crystallites with [100] or [010] orientation than in those ones with [001] orientation. 8 The consisting of supplementary GdO layers, which had an important impact in the charge transport in the films. 9 The purpose of this study is to analyse the oxygen surface exchange and diffusion process on epitaxially grown stoichiometric GBCO films with different orientations With this aim the composition of the PLD 5 target was varied to obtain stoichiometric films. We make use of the 18 O tracer diffusion experiments in both longitudinal and transverse directions, using the same methodology as previously described for La 2 12 . In the case of the transverse profiles, the reported surface exchange reaction values were used in the exchanged time correction, since this is the rate-limiting step for oxygen transport in the thin films, while in the case of longitudinal profiles, the 60 corresponding oxygen diffusion values were used. In order to determine the oxygen transport along the film plane, i.e. longitudinal configuration, a dense and uniform Au thin film of approximately 160 nm was sputtered to cover the GBCO epitaxial film and prevent oxygen exchange from the top surface.
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A trench was opened at the lateral edge of the film, allowing the exchange with the 18 O enriched exchange gas phase and thus ensuring the diffusion of the 18 O species only along the direction parallel to the film plane. 10 All the exchanged samples were measured by time-of-flight 70 secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) on a Ion ToF-SIMS 5 machine (ION-TOF GmbH, Mu nster, Germany) equipped with bismuth LMIS pulsed gun incident at 45°. A 25 kV Bi + primary ion beam was used to generate the secondary ions using the low mass resolution or burst alignment mode (eight 75 pulses) for analysis and a Cs + beam (2 kV) incident at 45° for sputtering. For the longitudinal configuration secondary ion images for selected areas of the GBCO film, including the edge of the opened trench, were acquired. For the transverse configuration (perpendicular to the film plane) tracer oxygen 80 depth profiles were measured from the exchanged surface penetrating down to the substrate by sputter depth profiling. parameters may induce an uniaxial strain of opposite sign along the two in-plane directions (a'<c/2, b'>b/2) the area mismatch is very small. Therefore it is not surprising that the corresponding GBCO out-of-plane value is not very different to the bulk value (less than +0.1% difference). By comparing the different film-45 substrate orientations the lower mismatch area was clearly obtained for c-axis orientation on STO and a-axis orientation on NGO, in good agreement with the experimental observation.
Results and Discussion
(insert Table 1 here) 50 Occasionally, in some of the films deposited on NGO substrates, a certain amount of c-axis oriented domains (very weak peaks) were observed depending on the deposition conditions. This indicates that growth of GBCO on this substrate is much more 55 sensitive to subtle changes in the deposition parameters. Despite some subtle differences in their strain, we may conclude that depending on the substrate type the films are purely c-axis and predominantly a-axis oriented on STO and NGO substrates, respectively. Since in GBCO Pmmm structure the fast oxygen 60 migration path would follow the crystallographic a-axis, it would be expected that depending on the film orientation the films may behave in a very distinct way. In films with c-axis orientation their corresponding crystallographic a-axis lays parallel to both main in-plane directions, while in a-axis oriented films is The calculation of the oxygen transport parameters is achieved by fitting the experimental data to the appropriate solution of the diffusion equation. We assume for this configuration the model of 85 an infinite solid slab extending over the region of thickness 2l in which the initial isotope fraction is C bg and the diffusion anneal takes place in a large volume of gas of constant isotope fraction C g . The symmetrical solutions given by this plane sheet model (x being the distance from the film-substrate interface, and l the 90 film thickness) occupying the region -l<x<l, apply also to the sheet 0<x<l when the face x = 0 is non-permeable. The solution to the diffusion equation given by Crank 13 [14] [15] [16] [17] The profiles are almost flat across the film thickness down to the interface with the substrate. This indicates that oxygen diffusion is too fast to be measurable for the current film thickness at the exchange conditions (T and t), so the rate-limiting step in this 105 geometry is the oxygen surface exchange. No information about diffusion was extracted for this geometry and thus only tracer exchange rates k* were obtained. Fig. 3 depicts an Arrhenius plot of the corresponding k* values, obtained for the best fit of the experimental data to the diffusion equation solution, eqn (1), along with those values reported in literature at similar T. For the low temperature region, the oxygen surface exchange rates for both film orientations are about half order of magnitude larger 5 than those reported for bulk material, with similar activation energies, while the bulk and thin film values are comparable at the high temperatures. The larger surface activities at low temperatures could be due to the textured films whose surface predominantly expose particular crystallographic planes, (001) 
Oxygen surface exchange and diffusion in longitudinal geometry
45 D* and k* values obtained for the measured regions of the exchanged samples are depicted in the Arrhenius plots in Figure 5 a and b. Despite the inherent variability in the measurement of k*, the values for this longitudinal geometry follow a similar trend to the one observed in the transverse geometry. The surface 50 exchange coefficients for films on STO and NGO (Fig 5.a) show values from half to one order of magnitude larger than the bulk ones, and are slightly larger than those reported for transverse geometry. This could be related to a higher activity of the freshly cut trenches opened in this experiment in comparison with the top 55 film surface more exposed to surface contamination and degradation in the case of transverse geometry. Besides, this longitudinal configuration may be less affected by surface segregation during the low temperature anneal because of the particular geometry and the surface-to-volume ratio and, 60 therefore, remain more active for oxygen reduction. Again, there are no significant differences related to film orientation, as it would be expected in this case since the exposed surfaces very likely consist of a combination of different crystallographic planes, i.e.: (100)/ (010) . 6 At the highest temperature the aaxis oriented film shows comparable D* value to the c-axis oriented and bulk values. It cannot be ruled out that the presence of a small amount of c-axis orientation in predominantly a-axis oriented samples, as could be the case for this particular sample, 90 might provide a fast diffusion path and therefore a substantial increase in the diffusion coefficient. If that was the case the anisotropy in GBCO may be even of a larger magnitude and therefore the largest anisotropy value measured (one order of magnitude) constitutes the lower bound of the measurements 95 taking into account the possible fast diffusion paths through grain boundaries or regions with different orientation. The fact that D* values along the fastest diffusion direction are similar to those reported for polycrystalline GBCO material (with a random distribution of domain orientations) indicates that the bulk 100 material presents a substantial connectivity between a/b-planes so the fastest diffusion path dominates, which reinforces the suitability of these ordered perovskites for MIEC cathodes.
Conclusions
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We have deposited high quality epitaxial films of the mixed ionic-electronic conducting material GdBaCo 2 O 5.5+δ on different substrates, and demonstrated that the appropriate choice of substrate mismatch allows growing films with either pure c-axis or a-axis orientation. This has allowed exploration of the potential anisotropy in the oxygen transport and has proven that indeed the oxygen diffusion at low temperatures is almost one order of magnitude larger along a-axis compared to c-axis. This has been related to the arrangement of oxygen vacancies 5 preferentially in the GdO planes forming channels along the aaxis, and therefore providing a path for oxygen migration. However, no influence of the structure anisotropy was observed in the oxygen surface exchange rates, which were of similar values regardless the film orientation or measuring geometry. The 10 method described here provides a very powerful tool to explore intrinsic oxygen transport properties in complex anisotropic oxide materials otherwise dominated by the mixture of all orientations and grain boundary contributions in polycrystalline samples. function of reciprocal temperature for the GBCO films with cand a-axis orientation (deposited on STO and NGO, respectively). The graph also includes values for bulk GBCO ceramic from the literature. 3 The dashed lines are only a guide to the eye. longitudinal geometry for the different GBCO film orientations. The graphs include also the values reported for bulk material for comparison. 3 Dashed lines are only a guide to the eye. We appreciate very much that you take this paper into consideration for publication in
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